Abstract

Growing interest in the model driven approaches has largely increased the number of tools into the model driven development environment. Previous research has shown that the stakeholders often do not use or know all of the tools available in the model evolution environment that they regularly use. The common solution to this problem is to provide a means to search through passive help documents. However, this approach requires a stakeholder to be able to express their desires in a form understood by search engine. So, choosing the right tool for MoDSE tasks has become difficult because of the diverse nature of numerous tools available. To overcome this limitation, this paper aims to present a prototypical recommendation system, named mROSE, to provide timely and useful recommendations to stakeholders. Two empirical studies were conducted to investigate if mROSE helps or hinders the stakeholders in MoDSE, if so under what conditions. First one was longitudinal user study and the second one was a laboratory user study. Performance of mROSE was also evaluated by using some of the existing metrics. These studies confirmed that mROSE can help stakeholders to choose right tools more efficiently and users liked the idea of having a recommendation system for MoDSE environment, like mROSE. These studies also revealed future directions that would improve the functionality of mROSE.
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